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ARIZONA by David Muench. The finest pictorial
presentation of the Grand Canyon State ever
published. One of the outstanding color photographers of the world, Muench has selected 160
of his 4-color photographs which are augmented
by comprehensive text of David Toll. Hardcover,
11x14 format, 2 00 heavy slick pages. Only
$20.00 until Dec. 3 1 , then $25.00.
GHOST TOWNS OF THE WEST by the Editors of
Sunset. Compares the past with the present and
provides both a de"ailed and overall picture of
the early-day west. The outstanding collection of
historic photographs are matched by currentday photos by William Carter. Hardcover, 1 1 x9
format, heavy slick paper, 225 pages, maps,
diagrams, etc. Only $9.95 until December 3 1 ,
then $1 1.75.
SELDOM SEEN SLIM by Tom Murray. Profiles a n d

vignettes of the colorful "single blanket jackass
prospectors" who lived and died as they looked
for gold and silver in Decth Valley. Slick paperback, exclusive photos of the old-timers, 65
pages, $3.00.
DESERT OVERVIEW MAPS by Wes Chambers.
Using topographic maps as basic underlays, Wes
has compiled two excellent detailed maps for
back country explorers of the Mojave and Colorado Deserts. Maps show Highways, gravel roads,
jeep trails plus historic routes and sites, old
wells, which are net on modern-day maps, plus
ghost towns, Indian sites, etc. Mojave Desert
Overview covers from U.S. 395 at Little Lake to
Boulder Cify, Nevada, to Parker Dam to Victorville. Colorado Desert Overview covers from the
Mexican border to Joshua Tree National Monument to Banning to the Arizona side of the
Colorado- S3.00 each. Re certain to state which
map (or both) when ordering.
GOLDEN MIRAGES by Philip A. Bailey. Out-of
print for more than 20 years, this was a collector's item. A valuable book for lost mines and
buried treasure buffs, it is beautifully written
and qives first-hand interviews with old-timer:long since passed away. Excellent for research
and fascinating for arm-chair readers. Hardcover,
illustrated, 353 pages, $9.95.
BURIED TREASURE & LOST MINES by Frank Fish.
One of the original treasure hunters provides
data on 93 lost bonanzas, many of which he personally searched for. He died under mysterious
circumstances in 1968 after leading an adventurous life. Illustraied with photos and maps.
Paperback, 68 pages, S2.00.
DEAD MEN DO TELL TALES by Lake Erie Schaefer.
A sequel to BURIED TREASURE & LOST MINES by
Frank Fish, the author knew Fish for many years
and claims he was murdered. Her book adds
other information on alleged lost bonanzas, plus
reasons why she thinks Fish did not die a natural
death as stated by the authorities. Paperback,
illustrated, 80 pages, S3.00.
CORONADO'S CHILDREN by J. Frank Doby. Originally published ir 1930, this book about lost
mines and buried treasures of the West, is a
classic and is as vital today as when first written.
Dobie was not only an adventurer, but a scholar
and a powerful writer. A combination of legends
and factual background. 'Hardcover, 376 pages,
$3.95.
MAMMALS OF THE SOUTHWEST DESERTS by
George Olin. New y revised edition describes
the mammals of the deserts with artist illustrations of the animc; Is and their footprints for
easy identification
Paperback, 1 12 pages,
$1

NEVADA GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS
by Stanley W. Paher. Covering all of Nevada's
17 counties, F'ahsr has documented 575 mining
camps, many of which have been erased from
the earth. The book contains the greatest and
most complete collection cf historic photographs
of Nevada ever published. This, coupled with
his excellent writing end map, creates a book
of lasting value. Large 9x1 1 format, 700
photographs, hardcove', 492 pages, $15.00

MAMMALS OF DEEP CANYON
By R. MARK RYAN
As explained in an article in this issue,
Deep Canyon is a cross section of the
Colorado Desert. Practically every species
of animals and plants found in the lower
desert areas of California and Arizona live
in Deep Canyon, near Palm Desert and
the home of Desert Magazine. "Mammals
of Deep Canyon" is, therefore, a photographic and descriptive manual for the
identification of more than 40 desert
mammals found throughout the Southwest.
Heavy paperback, close up photographs
and drawings of the animals and geological formations, 137 pages.

$295
LET'S GO PROSPECTING by Edward Arthur.
Facts and how-to-do-it on prospecting are presented by the auihor who has spent 30 years
searching for gems and minerals in California.
For those who think there are no more valuables
left in California, they will find a new field in
this informative book. Includes marketing data,
maps, potential buyers for discoveries. Large
8x10 format, illustrated, heavy paperback, 84
pages, $3.95.
A LIGHT HEARTED LOOK AT THE DESERT by
Chuck Waggin. A delightfully written and illustrated book on aesert animals which will be
appreciated by both children and adults. The
sketches ore excellent and, although factual,
descriptions make the animals seem like human
beings. Large format, heavy quality paper, 94
pages, $ 1.95.
THE WEEKEND GOLD MINER by A. H. Ryan. An
electronic physicist "bitten by the gold bug,"
the author has written a concise and informative
book for amateur prospectors telling where and
how gold is found and how it is separated and
tested, all based on his own practical experience. Paperback, 40 pages $1.50.

WHEN ORDERING BOOKS
PLEASE
Add 50 cents PER ORDER
(Not Each Book)
for handling and mailing
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ALSO
ADD 5 PERCENT SALES TAX
Send check or money order to Desert Magazine Book Shop, Palm Dssert, California
92260. Sorry, but wo cannot accept charges
or C.O.D. order?.

MOCKEL'S DESERT FLOWER BOOK by Henry and
Beverly Mockel. The well-known painter of
desert wildflowers lias combined his four-color
sketches and black and white photographs to
describe in detail so the layman can easily
identify wildflowers, both large and small.
Microscopic detail makes this an outstanding
book for identification. Special compressed fiber
cover which will not stain. 54 full-color illustrations with 72 life-size drawings and 39 photographs, 316 pages, $5.95.
EXPLORING DEATH VALLEY by Ruth Kirk. Good
photos and maps with time estimates from place
to place and geology, natural history and
human interest information included. Paperback.
$1.95.
LOST MINES & BURIED TREASURES ALONG THE
OLD FRONTIER by John D. Mitchell The second
of Mitchell's books on lost mines which was outof-print for many years is available again. Many
of these appeared in DESERT Mgazine years
aqo and these issues are no longer available.
New reader", will want to read these. Contains
the original mao first published with tho book
and one pinpointing the areas of lost mines.
Mitchell's persona! m search and investigation
has aone into the book. Hardcover, ?40 pages,
$7.50.
COLORFUL DESERT WILDFLOWERS by Grace and
Onas Ward. Segreaated into categories of red,
blue, white and yellow for easier identification,
there are 1 90 four--"olor photos of flowers found
in the Moiave. Colorado and Western Arizona
deserts, all of which also have common and
scientific names plus descriptions. Heavy, slick
paperback. $4.50.
ANZA-BORREGO DESERT GUIDE by Horace Parker. Third edition of this well- illustrated and
documented book is enlarged considerably. Tops
among guidebooks, it is equally recommended
for research material in an area that was crossed
by Anza, Kit Carson, the Mormon Battalion,
49ers, Railroad Survey parties, Pegleg Smith, the
Jackass Mail, Butter field Stage, and today's
adventurous tourists
139 pages, cardboard
cover, $3.50.
CALIFORNIA by David Muench and Ray Atkeson. Two of the West's greatest color photographers have presented their finest works
to create the vibrations of the oceans, lakes,
mountains and deserts of California. Their
photographic presentations, combined with the
moving text of David Toll, makes this a classic
in Western Americana. Large 11x14 format,
heavy slick paper, hardcover, 200 4 -color
photographs, 186 pages, $25.00.
LOST MINES OF THE GREAT SOUTHWEST by John
D. Mitchell. The first of Mitchell's lost mine
books is now available after having been out of
print for years. Reproduced from the original
copy and containing 54 articles based on accounts from people Mitchell interviewed. He
spent his entire adult life investigating reports
and legends of lost mines and treasures of the
Southwest. Hardcover, illustrated, 175 pages,

$7.50.
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Motor speed
control
$15.95
Off-set shaft—to mount
lap pan
$2.50
5" lap pan with
hose
$5.95
Diamond dish or
flat disk; 4 "
180 grit
$36.30
260 grit
$31.00
600 grit
$26.00
1200 grit
$25.00

Arbor to mount dish
or disk (sold only
with the dish or
disk)
$5.00
4 " Flat Starlap . . . $3.95
vial of thinner for
diamond compound $.50
Diamond compound to use
on maple spools
1200 grit
$5.50
8000 grit
$4.00
14000 grit
$4.00
Maple spools on arbor,
right or left I V J " $3.00

CAB HEATER and WAX POT
NO OPEN FIRES
Size 4" x 6" Complete with Cord . . .

$9.95
Cast aluminum to last a lifetime. Plug it i n —
just the right temperature—Not too hot to ruin
wax or make it brittle. Heat cabochons on asbestos
pad on heater.

No Mess — Try One
You won't part with it!!

MODEL 3A TUMBLER
ONE BARREL 3 LB. CAPACITY

$9.95 complete
Outstanding features of Models 3A and 33B
Gem Sparkle Tumblers are:

• Special molded heavy duty plastic barrel
for long, long life. Will polish up to 3
pounds of rock in each barrel.
• Positive sealing screw type lid with neoprene lid gasket.
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG # 9

SHIPLEY'S
MINERAL HOUSE
On Hwy. 160 in southwest Colorado, 18 miles
east of Durango or l l / 2 miles west of Bayfield.
Mailing Address:
SHIPLEY'S MINERAL HOUSE, Gem Village,
Bayfield D, Colorado 81122
Phone: 303-884-2632
LOTTIE M. SHIPLEY

|ESERT MAGAZINE through the years
has acquired a dedicated following
of those who love the Southwest. Men and
women from all walks of life have come to
feel the publication is their magazine and
we, on the other hand, feel the readers are
our family. With this in mind, 1 want to
share with you a behind-the-scenes event
in this issue.

Most of you are familiar with articles by
Ken Marquiss, whose adventures in looking for lost mines and treasures have appeared frequently in DESERT. This issuecontains his manuscript titled "Verboten !"
When Ken asked Bessie, his wife, who types the final draft of his stones
what she thought of it, she said, "Oh, it's all right but it has a lousy title, it should
have something real catchy like 'Why Men Leave Home'. And you left out all the interesting things!" Ken denied omitting anything and Bessie retaliated by saying, "I ought
to write the real account and send
it in . . ." Ken at this juncture
issued the classic "You wouldn't
dare!" Well, Bessie Marquiss did
too dare and we received her manuscript which she intended to be included into Ken's article. When we
read it we felt that it could stand
on its own merits and that the
readers would enjoy it. We called
Ken and explained that we'd liketo run both stories but would he
not let Bessie know because we were
sure she would not agree. After 36
years of a no-secrets marriage it
took some talking to convince Ken
it was the thing to do. Now comes
the great double surprise. Not only
does Bessie not know we are printing her entire story, but Ken doesn't
know what she ha;, written ! Can
you imagine the Marquiss homewhen DESERT arrives this month?
Ken and Bessie—One secret in % years.
Congratulations to a great couple
who, by sharing with the readers their "His and Hers" experiences, have added greatly
to the informal style of family reading that is DESERT Magazine.

As in past years, this month's issue is devoted to Southern California and
especially Coachella Valley, home of DESERT Magazine and the Riverside County's
26th annual National Date festival, February 18 through 27. in this regard, we have
included two pages of date recipes for the ladies. Nature lovers will enjoy K. L. Boynton's treatment of the small kangaroo rat and rockhounds will want to head for the
hills after reading Mary Frances Strong's article on collecting bloodstones in the Orocopia Mountains.

Desert Magazine's Gateway To Adventure!
One hundred and twenty miles east of Los
Angeles and northeast of San Diego is the
community of Palm Desert and the home
of DESERT Magazine. It is the hub of a
vast recreation area which includes Riverside, San Bernardino, Imperial and San
Diego Counties. Within this area are hundreds of miles of back-country passenger
car roads and a myriad of four-wheel-drive
trails—all leading to adventure for rock-

hounds, bottle collectors, history buffs,
lost mine explorers, photographers and
nature lovers. In addition to running many
articles on these areas we have an Information Center at our offices in Palm Desert,
and will be happy to suggest places to
explore and things to see during your trip.
So the next time you are in our area, stop
by our Information Center and browse in
the Book and Gift Shop.

FOR A SUBSCRIPTION TO DESERT MAGAZINE, USE COUPON ON PAGE 49

BOOK and \
GIFT SHOP
Western Books Note Cards
Western Prints Treasure Maps
Oil Paintings

Gold Pans

Stationery

Ore Specimens

Indian Craft Corner
Featuring a selection of authentic
American Indian crafts. Gift items
include earrings, pendants, roadrunner
pins, bracelets and bolo ties.

Send for
Free Book Catalog

